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Field  
Component

Indicators of Progress 
(qualitative/quantitative metrics to be determined)

Purpose • A clear values framework is established and widely known.
• The values framework guides the field’s purpose.
• The adaptation community is united around the common vision of a world in which the 

resilience gap is closed (through mitigation, adaptation, and social cohesion).
• The adaptation community understands its purpose as preventing, minimizing, and 

alleviating threats to human well-being and creating opportunities for all in addressing 
climate change.

People • Non-traditional adaptation professionals count themselves as part of the field.
• More diverse, collaborative adaptation efforts are underway.
• A diverse set of field leaders is established and widely recognized .
• More sector-specific networks are in place.
• More connection and exchange occur across networks.
• Noticeably more youth are involved in resilience-building efforts.
• Adaptation-specific professional societies have grown significantly in membership.

Practice • Agreed measures of adaptation progress and success are established.
• Monitoring and evaluation is part of best practice.
• Adaptation is implemented widely.
• The need for and benefits of climate adaptation are communicated broadly and effec-

tively.
• The economic case for adaptation is widely made and accepted.
• Many more boundary organizations effectively connect science and practice.
• Professional standards, certification, and training programs are established and used.
• Centers for innovation are actively supported.
• A shared, evolving action agenda exists.
• A collaborative, rather than competitive, spirit prevails. 
• Dialogic culture is established as part of best practice.
• Adaptive thinking and action have significantly increased in competency and depth. 
• Cross-sector collaborations for holistic solutions are commonplace.

Pillars • More dedicated funding is available for field building and resilience building.
• Funding streams are sustained and pooled.
• New financing mechanisms are available for communities of all types.
• Those least capable of self-financing are prioritized for funding.
• Well-known clearinghouses advertise funding opportunities.
• Funders provide support in complementary, well-aligned fashion.
• Strong resilience legislation is enacted at all levels of government.
• Climate-sensitive standards are established and systematically applied.

Table 2: Sample Indicators to Track and Measure Progress of the Adaptation Field
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